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MainMain goalsgoals
PrecisePrecise tuniningtunining ofof thethe VEPPVEPP--2000 2000 

latticelattice toto thethe projectproject parametersparameters
OrbitOrbit correctioncorrection
•• OC OC relativerelative toto thethe quadsquads
•• OC OC inin thethe solenoidssolenoids ofof thethe finalfinal focusfocus
•• ReduceReduce currentcurrent inin thethe correctorscorrectors
LatticeLattice optimisationoptimisation
•• OpticalOptical functionsfunctions symmetrysymmetry
•• DispersionDispersion correctioncorrection
•• InterractionInterraction regionregion
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BPM BPM andand correctioncorrection systemssystems oonn VEPPVEPP--20002000

quadsquads 12+1212+12

solenoidssolenoids 4 (4 (хх3)3)

skewskew--quadsquads 1212

mechanical shiftsmechanical shifts ∞∞

88 dipolesdipoles
XX--correctorscorrectors

1212 quadsquads

ZZ--correctorscorrectors 1616 quadsquads

correctors

correctors

Bending 
magnets

quads
BPMs

SolenoidsRF cavity

e+ CCDe+ CCD 88

ee-- CCDCCD 88

pickupspickups 44
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Orbit correctionOrbit correction
Measure orbit displacements relative to the magnetic Measure orbit displacements relative to the magnetic 

centers of quadscenters of quads

••Measure CO shift in Measure CO shift in BPMsBPMs from quad gradient variationfrom quad gradient variation
••Determine CO shifts using least squares methodDetermine CO shifts using least squares method

Determine set of corrector currents needed for Determine set of corrector currents needed for 
optimal correction of measured distortionsoptimal correction of measured distortions
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Optimization of the currents in Optimization of the currents in 
orbit correctorsorbit correctors

Determine CO variation caused by Determine CO variation caused by 
selected group of correctorsselected group of correctors
Search for optimal set of the correctors Search for optimal set of the correctors 
strengths that follows current CO strengths that follows current CO 
variation with minimal influencevariation with minimal influence
•• In case of strong corrections it is In case of strong corrections it is 

necessary to precisely know the model of necessary to precisely know the model of 
the ringthe ring
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Lattice correctionLattice correction
To find lattice errors one should minimize To find lattice errors one should minimize 

difference between experimental and theoretical set of difference between experimental and theoretical set of 
parameters parameters VVkk,, by varying selected properties by varying selected properties ppnn. As . As VVkk
one can choose any value that can be measured and one can choose any value that can be measured and 
predicted, for example:predicted, for example:

•• CO response in CO response in BPMsBPMs on dipole correctorson dipole correctors
•• TunesTunes
•• DispersionDispersion

By inverting the rectangular matrixBy inverting the rectangular matrix ∂∂VVkk//∂∂ppnn with with 
help of SVD one can find parameters that describe the help of SVD one can find parameters that describe the 
experimental data betterexperimental data better::
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SixdsimulationSixdsimulation
Program has graphical interfaceProgram has graphical interface
Program calculates lattice parameters in 6 Program calculates lattice parameters in 6 
dimensions dimensions with couplingwith coupling
Main goals of the programMain goals of the program::
•• Calculation of the basic linear lattice Calculation of the basic linear lattice 

parameters of the circular acceleratorsparameters of the circular accelerators
•• Automated CO correction relative to the Automated CO correction relative to the 

magnetic centers of the quadsmagnetic centers of the quads
•• Automated lattice correctionAutomated lattice correction
•• Automated optimization of the currents in the Automated optimization of the currents in the 

correctorscorrectors
•• OtherOther……
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Means that can be used for CO correctionMeans that can be used for CO correction::
•• Horizontal correctorsHorizontal correctors
•• Vertical correctorsVertical correctors
•• Mechanical shifts of quads and solenoidsMechanical shifts of quads and solenoids

Means that can be used for linear lattice correction:Means that can be used for linear lattice correction:
•• Gradients of magnetic field inGradients of magnetic field in::

QuadsQuads
SkewSkew--quadsquads
MagnetsMagnets

•• Lengths of the elementsLengths of the elements
•• Rotations of the elements:Rotations of the elements:

QuadsQuads
SkewSkew--quadsquads
CorrectorsCorrectors
BPMsBPMs

•• Strengths of solenoidsStrengths of solenoids
•• Calibrations:Calibrations:

CorrectorsCorrectors
BPMsBPMs

•• There is possibility to group set of parameters for dependent vaThere is possibility to group set of parameters for dependent variationriation

SixdsimulationSixdsimulation
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Example of the CO correctionExample of the CO correction
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Example of the optimization of Example of the optimization of 
currents in the correctorscurrents in the correctors

ΣΣII22 ΣΣ||I|I| ΣΣ||I|/I|/NNcorrcorr

Before Before optimisationoptimisation 17.6 A17.6 A22 18.8 A18.8 A 0.52 A0.52 A

After After optimisationoptimisation 6.1 A6.1 A22 8.1 A8.1 A 0.22 A0.22 A

After orbit correctionAfter orbit correction 5.1 A5.1 A22 10.2 A10.2 A 0.28 A0.28 A
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Example of the lattice correctionExample of the lattice correction
--- βX --- βZ

см

см

--- βX --- βZ

см

см

--- βX --- βZ

см

см
--- βX --- βZ

см

см

ΣΣ||I|I|

105.4105.4

ΣΣ||I|/I|/
NNquadsquads

4,44,4

ΣΣ||I|I|

3.63.6

ΣΣ||I|/ I|/ 
NNquadsquads

0.150.15

ΣΣ||I|I|

17.417.4

ΣΣ||I|/ I|/ 
NNquadsquads

0.70.7

ΣΣ||I|I|

59.859.8

ΣΣ||I|/I|/
NNquadsquads

2.52.5
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Example of the lattice correctionExample of the lattice correction
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ConclusionConclusion

Automation was performed forAutomation was performed for::
CO correctionCO correction
Linear lattice correctionLinear lattice correction
Correctors strengths optimizationCorrectors strengths optimization
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